knowledge" [3] [4] [5] . In his book, he envisaged how mutations in a gene are governed by the rules of quantum mechanics, and assumed the gene may be a type of irregular "aperiodic crystal" that plays a pivotal role in transferring information through a "hereditary code-script" [6] . In an earlier event in 1932, Niels Bohr, a distinguished scientist in atomic physics, lectured on "light and life" which inspired Max Delbrück, a 26 year old young physicist, to change his field from physics to biology. Later in 1969 Delbrück won the Nobel Prize for molecular genetics [7] . This was one of the major turning points of the twentieth century, when biochemical research interfaced with new insights exploring the very physical world in the womb of biology.
Many researchers around the world believe that quantum chemistry changed the 20th century's world by introducing experimental instrumentation, such as NMR, X-ray crystallography, optical spectroscopy, electron microscopy, and ultrafast lasers, thereby advancing our communication through optical fibres, developing solar cells for generating efficient energy, performing computer-aided drug design, and uncovering unknown genomic sequences through computational biology. Interestingly, the foundation and basic postulates of quantum chemistry was developed by two renowned German physicists, Walter Heitler and Fritz London. In the late ninety twenties, serious debates had been provoked among the physicists on the formulation of quantum physics which divided them into two blocks. In 1925, Heisenberg, together with Max Born (1882 Born ( -1970 and Pascual Jordan , applied mathematical tools to represent the quantum phenomena in an atom, known as matrix mechanics, [8] [9] [10] ; however, because of the intricate mathematical formulation, this matrix mechanics was unpopular with the physicists. On the other hand, Schrödinger applied a wave mechanical approach employing de Broglie's 'wave-particle duality ' (1924) to explain the electronic interactions in an atom, and he further developed his epoch-breaking 'wave equation', which was easy to understand and model [11] .
However, very few physicists and chemists of that era were interested in applying quantum formulations for treating chemical phenomena. [15] . Interdisplinary research around the globe is advancing, and in order to see the real Elephant [17] , the story of blind men's research on an elephant in which one said this is a pillar, a second said it is a wall, and so on (Figure 1) , in our research, we should 'flow' [18] with the theme of borderless science by writing, sharing, and discussing with one another so the gap between the diverse scientific communities can be closed. More importantly, without arts, we can neither articulate nor decorate our sciences, nor attract our future generations to 
